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Highlights
A Taxonomy of Tools and Approaches for Distributed Genomic Analyses
Wilmer Garzón,Luis Benavides,Alban Gaignard,Richard Redon,Mario Südholt

• Taxonomy of existing Biomedical Analytical Tools and Techniques.
• Classification into three features: biomedical problems around genomic data, tool support provided for biomedical

analyses, and support for distributed cooperation.
• Fully distributed collaborations promise to enable more powerful biomedical analyses using distributed workflows

analysis workflows.
• Fully distributed collaborations operate over large volumes of shared data.
• Fully distributed collaborations alleviate restrictions typically relying on their legal framework and security and

technical constraints over local processes and workflows.
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ABSTRACT
The amount of biomedical data collected and stored has grown significantly. Analyzing these extensive
amounts of data cannot be done by individuals or single organizations anymore. Thus, the scientific
community is creating global collaborative efforts to analyze these data. However, biomedical data
is subject to several legal and socio-economic restrictions hindering the possibilities for research
collaboration. In this paper, we argue that researchers require new tools and techniques to address
the restrictions and needs of global scientific collaborations over geo-distributed biomedical data.
These tools and techniques must support what we call Fully Distributed Collaborations (FDC), which
are research endeavors that harness means to exploit and analyze massive biomedical information
collaboratively while respecting legal and socio-economical restrictions. This paper first motivates
and discusses the requirements of FDCs in the context of a research collaboration on the development
of diagnostic and predictive tools for the risk of intracranial aneurysm formation and rupture (the
ICAN project). The paper then presents a taxonomy classifying the current tools and techniques
for biomedical analysis with respect to the proposed requirements. The taxonomy considers three
key architectural features to support FDC scenarios: data and computation placement, Privacy and
Security, and Performance and Scalability. The review reveals new research opportunities to design
tools and techniques for multi-site analyses encouraging scientific collaborations while mitigating
technical and legal constraints.

1. Introduction
Following the completion of the human genome project

in 2003, the emergence of next-generation sequencing tech-
niques has resulted in an immense increase in data pro-
duction in the genomics field [116]. Due to technologi-
cal progress, the same phenomenon is observed in other
biomedical fields, such as functional phenotyping by bioimag-
ing. Exploiting and interpreting these extensive amounts
of data often cannot be done anymore by individuals or
single organizations. It has to be performed collaboratively.
Today’s predominant architectural model for biomedical
collaborative analyses consist of centralizing the underly-
ing data and performing analyses through supercomputers
or cluster infrastructures located at a single or a small
number of organizations [107]. Nevertheless, this collab-
orative model is very restrictive and rigid. Recently, the
need for more widely distributed collaborations has been
noted [12, 13, 98, 74]. Several arguments favor a higher
degree of distribution: more and more organizations dispose
of high-performance infrastructures for large-scale analyses,
biomedical local data should be kept private, and massive
data transfers are too time-consuming.

Such distributed cooperations, which we call fully-
distributed collaborations (FDCs) in the following, are re-
search endeavors that harness means to exploit and ana-
lyze massive biomedical information collaboratively over
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geo-distributed infrastructures. Thus, FDCs require tools
and techniques for collaboration that can use advanced
distributed (data and computation) architectures to cope
with complex socio-technical constraints and heterogeneous
networks. FDCs promise to enable more powerful biomed-
ical analyses defined in distributed workflows operating
over large volumes of shared public and private data. FDC
analyses will promote cooperation among geo-distributed
research groups or organizations, each typically subject to,
possibly local, constraints stemming from legal frameworks,
security constraints, sensitive private data, and locally-
available infrastructures.

Approaches and tools for fully distributed collaborative
biomedical analyses are rare today.Most existing approaches
and tools process data at individual or a small number of
locations using efficient frameworks for large-scale com-
putations, such as MapReduce [21, 105, 55]. MapReduce-
based frameworks like Hadoop and Spark are highly effi-
cient for distributed processing across a large number of
machines orchestrated by a central node. But, these frame-
works have limitations when processing geographically dis-
tributed data while maintaining quality attributes such as
scalability, consistency, and performance [41]. Similarly,
workflow systems, another popular tool used in the biomed-
ical field, allow scientists to define analyses in terms of
tasks as well as task dependencies and dataflows [76]. They
also frequently support portability across different execution
environments like grids and clusters [142, 102]. But again,
current workflow systems do not support FDC scenarios
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because they are designed to cope with current state-of-the-
art infrastructure. They are also not designed to cope with
the complex requirements of international biomedical coop-
eration, lackingmechanisms for decentralization, distributed
computations, and security/privacy requirements [98]. Fog
and edge computing have also been proposed as infrastruc-
tures to address research collaboration [18, 128, 4, 122].
They enable placing computations and data closer to the
owners, but suffer the same limitations as the techniques
discussed above. They lack the means for defining complex
scientific collaborations while preserving data privacy and
socioeconomic restrictions. Thus, they address only one side
of the solution through support for computation placement
and data gathering (sensors).

In order to design the next-generation tools to address
future biomedical challenges1, we need extensive knowledge
of the state-of-the-art on biomedical tools and data analytic
techniques Some authors address this problem by studying
and categorizing biomedical tools based on the underlying
framework they use (a technology point of view) or accord-
ing to the biomedical problem they solve (a biomedical point
of view) [21, 105, 55]. However, these approaches are not
comprehensive enough to address the problems stated above
in the context of FDC scenarios.

In order to close this gap, this article investigates tools
and approaches for distributed biomedical analyses.We have
restricted the study of biomedical analysis techniques to
genomics due to its importance in biomedical research, the
vast amount of unprocessed data that has been generated
in recent years, and because we think it is representative
enough of the practices of research collaborations in the
entire biomedical field. We argue that Fully Distributed Col-
laborations techniques and approaches are general enough
to apply to any biomedical data type, such as clinical data,
imaging data, or biological samples.

Concretely, in this paper, we present the following con-
tributions:

• We motivate the use of FDC scenarios as an improve-
ment of centralized biomedical analyses. We show
current limitations and constraints in the context of
the ICAN project [6], a large collaborative project
between Frenchmedical institutions providing clinical
records, medical images, and genetic data collected
from notably through biological samples [15].

• We present a taxonomy of existing Biomedical Ana-
lytical Tools and Techniques (BATTs). The taxonomy
classifies current BATTs from three different perspec-
tives: (i) biomedical problems that are being solved,
(ii) the tool support provided for biomedical analyses,
and (iii) support for distributed cooperation, notably in
terms of types of distribution offered, interoperability
properties, and reproducibility properties.

1See for example [54] for a discussion of new challenges arising in the
field of next-generation sequencing technologies.

• We investigate architectural support for computation
and data placement, privacy and security properties,
as well as scalability and performance properties.

• Finally, we discuss lessons learned and some open
issues in the domain of biomedical analytic tools and
techniques.

This paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 presents a
motivational case study and some reasons for processing
biomedical data in FDC scenarios. Sec. 3 details the method-
ology of the literature search conducted in this review. Sec. 4
presents a comprehensive taxonomy of models, frameworks,
and tools for biomedical analyses. In Sec. 5, we discuss
lessons learned and major open challenges identified based
on our survey. Finally, our conclusions are presented in
Sec. 6.

2. Motivation
The amount of biological and clinical data collected and

stored continues to grow rapidly [116]. Part of this data is
exploited, but most of it is not being processed or analyzed.
For example, in the case of the European Bioinformatics
Institute (EBI) the total unprocessed data exceeded 160 PB
in 2018, growing more than 200% from 2015 [32]. The
availability of such amounts of unprocessed data presents
new research opportunities and challenges for biomedical
researchers. For instance, many research collaborations in
the biomedical community have benefited from data sharing
of ever larger data sets. Genome-Wide Association (GWA)
studies [89], a prime example, serve for the analysis of
large sets of genomic information from many individuals in
order to identify genetic variants that may be associated with
specific traits (e.g., characterizing a specific human disease).
GWA studies are performed using large amounts of genomic
data shared via public repositories [90].

Hospitals
Providing data

Rennes

Nantes
University Hospital

Imaging Platform
 

Nantes
Sequencing and

 Images  Genetic  Clinical

Bioinformatics platform

Figure 1: Hospitals, data flows, and processing sites of the
ICAN project

Contrary to a frequent assumption concerning distributed
research collaborations involving biomedical data, the in-
formation is not always accessible and available to all
parties involved in the collaboration. Consider, for example,
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the ICAN project [15] that involves 34 french hospitals
and research centers working together on understanding
the pathology of intracranial aneurysms. As part of this
cooperation, all parties share clinical records, imaging data,
and biological samples to extract DNA data. These three
data sets are then jointly analyzed at the two processing
sites. However, even though the project is a french national
effort financed by the government, data sharing is severely
restricted by legal and technical issues. These restrictions
impose limitations on the collaboration patterns available
for biomedical researchers. Current tools and models for
biomedical cooperations rarely support such distributed col-
laborations. We argue that computational tools must support
more sophisticated collaboration patterns while respecting
legal, socio-economic, and technical restrictions that abound
in biomedical cooperations. This section motivates the need
for more sophisticated tools by analyzing the restrictions
biomedical data is subject to, starting from the ICANproject.
2.1. The ICAN Project

The IntraCranial ANeurysms (ICAN) project aims to
develop diagnostic and predictive tools for the risk of in-
tracranial aneurysm formation and rupture from three types
of data: clinical data, imaging data, and biological sam-
ples [15]. Figure 1 shows the parties involved in the project.
The figure shows that most sites provide (the three types
of) data, while only hospitals and research institutions in
two cities (Nantes and Rennes) ensure their storage and
processing.

Platform (BiRD)

Nantes
 

Nantes, Bioinformatics

Rennes, Imaging
University HospitalPlatform (Neurinfo)
- study coordination
- clinical data management

- medical imaging
database and

  genomic data analysis
- data integration process
- supervised classification

- medical imaging and

management

Genetic

M
edical Im

ages Clin
ic
al

 D
at

a

Data

Figure 2: Data analyses process performed in Nantes and
Rennes in the ICAN project

Figure 2 details the process performed on computing
platforms (different clusters) located in Nantes and Rennes.
The medical images and their metadata are uploaded using
the SHANOIR neuroimage data sharing platform [8], and
these are managed and stored on an imaging platform (Neur-
info) in Rennes. Subsequently, the images are transferred
to Nantes. In Nantes, the analysis occurs at two places: the
university hospital and on a computing cluster (BiRD) of
a research institution. The BiRD platform also enables the
analysis of transferred images and processes genetic data.
Genetic data is obtained on-site through high-throughput
sequencing and array genotyping techniques from biological
samples sent by all hospitals. Thus, although the ICAN
project involves multiple hospitals, the data analysis process
is performed at only two sites.

As discussed below, the project structure described
above already poses several technical, legal, and socio-
economic challenges, foremost related to data storage, data
sharing, and computational requirements. In addition, repli-
cating the study abroad or sharing data with other countries
would require overcoming legal constraints and considering
alternatives to centralizing storage and processing.
2.2. Technical Challenges

Biomedical cooperations are subject to major technical
challenges. The ICAN project requires, for example, huge
data volumes to be processed and long-running complex
computations to be performed. This is one of the reasons
that all data is centralized at two sites. The other sites do
not dispose of the necessary hardware and software infras-
tructures. The data volumes grow at least linearly in relation
with the number of involved patients. In this context storage
and communication bottlenecks arise easily [95], leading
to major questions related to the localization/placement of
computation and data, notably for performance reasons.

Second, the ICAN project uses a simple distributed
collaboration architecture because data is generated at all
sites but then centralized and processed at only two sites
out of 34. More widely distributed architectures between
the participating sites would have led to larger distributed
executions of analyses performing less data movements and
thus could have been more efficient and cost-effective. They
could, however, not be employed because of insufficient
computational facilities at many sites. In general, current
computational infrastructures and data storage methods lack
support for the efficient distributed processing of massive
biomedical data [46].

Third, because of its mostly centralized execution archi-
tecture, the ICAN project harnesses a simple architecture
in terms of security and privacy checks that relies on ba-
sic infrastructure security services, such as authentication.
However, in general, biomedical analyses must satisfy se-
curity and privacy properties that are much stronger than
those applicable to other domains and have to be enforced
in heterogeneous (computational and regulatory) environ-
ments [35, 96, 26].
2.3. Legal and socio-economic constraints

Biomedical data and the projects using them are most
frequently subject to much stronger legal constraints than
other data types. For instance, within the ICAN project
French regulations do not allow sharing data (easily) be-
tween clinical services and research groups, even when both
are part of the same university hospital and even when a re-
searcher is working in both parts. Furthermore, French regu-
lations impose stringent constraints on privacy preservation
if data is shared with third parties, e.g., public cloud in-
frastructures can only be used in exceptional circumstances
and after undergoing specific accreditation procedures. Cur-
rently, the ICAN partners are considering an extension to
an international partnership across and beyond the European
Union.
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Figure 3: Scenario for distributed processing analysis in Fully Distributed Collaborations across four sites

However, for more deeply integrated cooperations, the
regulatory situation becomes much more complicated be-
cause of the different laws governing data privacy in gen-
eral and health-related data in different countries. Since
governments are aware of the potential benefits of such
cooperations, they have made efforts to regulate data pri-
vacy without affecting the flexibility of the research initia-
tives [47]. For example, in the United States, the National
Science Foundation (NSF) has defined policies for data
sharing, encouraging researches to share data and results
[92]. However, these efforts are often not compatible on
the international level. Likewise, the European Union has
also recognized the importance of open data initiatives with
corresponding agreements to support collaboration, notably
the reproduction and reuse of experiments located at dif-
ferent sites [123]. These initiatives as well as similar ones
in other locations support data sharing; however, national
regulations are often limiting these efforts. For example, in
the European Union, the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) [29] is a standard regulating the sharing of EU data.
Similarly, the California Consumer PrivacyAct (CCPA) [71]
defines privacy guarantees and protection mechanisms for
California residents.

Apart from these formal legal constraints, two strong
socio-economic motivations also hinder data sharing in
biomedical settings, notably large financial and reputational
benefits for institutions and researchers. These impedi-
ments to collaboration and data sharing, which apply to
any sufficiently important discovery, can be mitigated by
technical means, notably through strong encapsulation and
protection means for data and computations that preserve
data confidentiality even during the execution of analyses.
2.4. Multi-Site Analyses based on FDC Scenarios

In order to motivate FDCs, let us consider multi-site
analyses that are executed in an international context. Such
cooperation is currently in preparation, for example, as part

of an extension to the ICAN project. Figure 3 presents a cor-
responding analysis workflow: while it does not stem from a
real project, it is defined in terms of realistic constraints that
apply to international cooperations.

The figure shows a workflow involving four sites, three
in France, and one in Colombia, where each site disposes
of private data, the computing and storage infrastructures at
the different sites are heterogeneous. The left part shows a
distributedmulti-site workflow composed of nine steps, each
represented by a different color. The workflow trains a col-
laborative learning model by aggregating local models [80].
The analysis is defined as a workflow over computations and
data movements. On the right-hand side, the four sites are
separated into two groups according to region-specific rules
governing aspects of cooperations, such as data-sharing
restrictions, policies for data privacy protection, and data
ownership. The sites located in France may share data as
in the ICAN project. Similarly, sites located in Europe may
cooperate under standard rules, such as the GDPR. In this
scenario, a collaborative analysis also has to be compatible
with the Colombian data protection law. The law allows the
transfer of personal data only to countries with defined data
protection standards [30], such as members of the European
Union. Therefore, the proposed scenario takes advantage
of computation facilities at each site while respecting strict
regulations on biomedical data sharing in both countries.

In addition, each site has different computing and net-
work access capacities. Sharing data on a central site is
also inappropriate due to technical restrictions such as com-
puting capacity and bandwidth limitations. For example,
the memory capacity required to train a model is notably
affected by the size of the data, and the execution time further
increases rapidly with increasing data size [141]. More-
over, transferring raw data versus trained models makes a
significant difference in terms of network capacity. 1.7TB
of raw data may lead to a trained (compressed) model of
400MB [19], a notable reduction. Therefore, FDC scenarios
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that build models in distributed fashions are often crucial
to mitigate technical limitations. The proposed workflow
shares local models and partial data to be aggregated col-
laboratively. This alleviates technical limitations by reduc-
ing required memory and network capacities compared to
expensive training on all aggregated data at a single site.

In this context, Figure 3 presents a model aggregation
workflow across four sites. Let us assume thatS1 is in chargeof aggregation tasks because it has a higher computing
capacity than the sites S2 and S3. In contrast, S3 has no
computing capacity; therefore, it shares its data with S2,assuming a regional cooperation agreement. Finally, the
different steps respect the data sharing restrictions that apply
to the collaboration between S1, S2, and S3 (as shown by
the data flows between them). Once the global collaboration
with S4 is started, the technical restrictions have to be met.

The collaborative analysis illustrated in Figure 3 also
addresses socio-economic constraints. For example, the two
countries can share models only if the privacy and confiden-
tiality of the data is ensured. A strategy using encapsula-
tion of data reduces information leakage risks during data
sharing and processing. Such capabilities of FDC systems
also promote trust between the parties, alleviating legal and
socio-economic restrictions on biomedical data.

Generally, such workflows have to respect numerous
constraints, including data ownership, bandwidth limits, in-
frastructure heterogeneity, and availability, as well as secu-
rity risks. An FDC-based workflow should facilitate the au-
tomation of such complexworkflow under the corresponding
restrictions. Support for FDCs requires mechanisms to deal
with such constraints, and BATTs should thus provide them.
From these considerations, we propose three architectural
key features to support FDC scenarios:

• Data andComputation Placement. Frequently mov-
ing complete datasets between sites is inefficient due
to constraints on network capacity and bandwidth
costs. Alternatively, data can be processed locally
and only partially transferred. Similarly, different sites
may share computational resources to optimize com-
putations.

• Privacy and Security. Distributed biomedical analy-
ses must ensure strong security and privacy proper-
ties, notably confidentiality and integrity properties
throughout the complete processes. However, dele-
gating security checks to third parties, e.g., cloud
providers, is frequently insufficient because of non-
compliance with legal constraints and robust privacy
requirements. Third parties provide other mechanisms
to address security and confidentiality, such as con-
fidentiality agreements, but these do not grant data
privacy and confidentiality when data is moved to
third-party facilities.

• Performance and Scalability. In multi-site scenar-
ios, computational resources and requirements may
differ at each site. Thus, scaling biomedical compu-
tations represents a serious challenge. Again, until

now, BATT designers have frequently opted to rely on
infrastructure scaling capabilities to address the issue,
e.g., elastic computing in the cloud.

We consider the issues discussed in this section as funda-
mental for FDCs. The taxonomy presented in the following
investigates how current biomedical tools and techniques
address these concerns.

3. Literature Review Methodology
This systematic review focuses on tools and approaches

for biomedical data analyses. Genomics being a represen-
tative field of the practices used by biomedical researchers
when analyzing vast amounts of data, we have restricted the
scope of the search to techniques and tools used in biomed-
ical genomics and cooperative analysis. We are interested
in investigating what tools, techniques, and heuristics that
are used by researchers to analyze biomedical data in multi-
site scenarios. Based on Fully Distributed Collaborations,
we defined the following research questions:

1. What techniques, methods and tools are being used
by researchers to analyze genomic data, in particular
analyses with data resulting from Next-Generation
Sequencing (NGS) technologies?

2. How do researchers define workflows of analyses of
biomedical data, and what tools are they using to
execute them collaboratively? Concretely, we wanted
to evaluate three aspects: workflow specification lan-
guages, reproducibility of experiments, and interoper-
ability mechanisms.

3. What are the technical features of the current tools and
techniques used for scientific collaboration? More-
over, how do they fulfill the key features for fully-
distributed collaborations?Wewere particularly inter-
ested in how these tools manage data and computation
placement, privacy and security, and scalability and
performance.

To address the research questions, we first searched for
scientific papers indexed in the following databases: Sci-
enceDirect, PubMed, IEEE, Google Scholar, Scopus, and
ACM. The literature search was limited to articles published
during the last ten years. We then realized a cross-reference
study and applied several filters to define the final set of
research work.

The search words used to address the first question were
“biomedical applications” and “genomic analysis tools”.
Based on these results, we selected the papers addressing
any of the phases defined in the data analysis protocol
for genomics proposed in [37], namely: de novo genome
assembly, sequencing reads mapping and comparison, gene
expression analysis, and single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) identification (see subsection 4.1 for a detailed ex-
planation of the protocol). This first search resulted in 87
papers.
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For the second question, we used terms such as “biomed-
ical workflows”, “distributed workflows”, “workflow analy-
ses”, and “biomedical workflow analyses”. We filtered out
the articles that had no link to research in biomedical fields.
We then applied a second filter based on the most popular
tools among biomedical practitioners. This selection was
supported by the number of projects using a particular
tool on collaborative research websites such as myExperi-
ment2, BioSharing3, and WorkflowHub4. As a result of this
search, we selected ten workflow systems to complement
the selection of articles from the first search. To comple-
ment these two sets of research works, we also searched
for literature reviews addressing tools and techniques for
distributed biomedical analyses. The terms used during the
search were “distributed biomedical tools”, “genomic analy-
sis”, and “distributed biomedical analyses”. We then filtered
out works unrelated to scientific collaborations, data analy-
sis, or biomedical collaborations. We ended up with a set of
53 papers.

Finally, we have performed a cross-reference analysis
from these sets of articles, looking for papers being cited
or citing the papers in the sets. We have then filtered out
the referencing papers using the same criteria applied to the
original set. This yielded a set of 40 papers in total. Note that
the third research question did not generate a specific search
on the databases, it was answered from the analysis of the
selected literature.

In total, 50 papers were analyzed and discussed, corre-
sponding to selected applications and relevant workflow sys-
tems. The articles are classified in the taxonomy presented
in Section 4.

4. A Taxonomy of Biomedical Tools
This section presents a taxonomy of existing Biomedical

Analytical Tools and Techniques (BATTs). We investigate
and classify current BATTs with respect to three different
criteria that are essential to collaborative research:

• First, we study which biomedical problems are being
solved with genomic data analysis techniques and
what tools support those analyses.

• Then, we investigate how some workflow systems
support collaborative research in terms of workflow
specification tasks, the ability to reproduce experi-
ments, and interoperability properties.

• Finally, we classify BATTs according to three archi-
tectural features identified in the motivation section:
support for data and computation placement, privacy
and security properties, as well as scalability and
performance properties.

The taxonomy is based on tools and techniques used
in data analysis experiments on genomic data due to its

2www.myexperiment.org/workflows
3BioSharing.org
4workflowhub.eu

importance in biomedical research and due to the accelerated
growth in the amount of unprocessed data in recent years.
However, our FDC approach is general enough to applicable
to other types of biomedical data analyses.
4.1. Biomedical Problems, Data Analytic

Techniques, and Tools
In this section, we classify the data analytic techniques

and tools used by biomedical researchers to solve common
problems when processing genomic data. Such processes
can be generally represented by the workflow shown in
Figure 4. In the figure, high-throughput sequencing data
analyses consist of three processing stages.

In the first stage, researchers prepare the tissue samples
using biophysical and biochemical methods (for more de-
tails on these methods, see [66]). These samples are then
sequenced to create libraries of millions of short sequences,
known as reads, that are stored in computer files (see [37]
for a detailed explanation). In the following stage of data
sequencing analysis the reads are assembled to generate a
sequence. If the studied organism is not associated with
any known genome, then “de novo” assembly techniques
together with sequence comparison techniques are used to
create the sequence. In contrast, if a reference genome is
available, the sequence reads mapping techniques are used
to generate the complete sequence. Finally, researchers have
enough organized data to analyze and test biomedical hy-
potheses using data analytic techniques in the third stage.
For example, researchers may study the relation of specific
genes with particular diseases employing Single Nucleotide
Polymorphism (SNP) identification or gene expression anal-
ysis.

We are interested in the computational methods used
in the second and third stages, that is, techniques used to
study biomedical hypotheses based on previously extracted
and organized data. In Table 1, we classify the Biomedi-
cal Analytical Tools and Techniques (BATTs) according to
the five problems addressed by the activities presented in
the second and third stages of Figure 4, namely genome
sequencing using “de novo” techniques, sequencing using
reads mapping, sequencing by comparison, gene expression
analysis, and SNP identification. A similar classification is
presented in [21] , which we extend by adding data analysis
techniques and the corresponding BATTs used to apply such
techniques. In Table 1, we present a specific biomedical
problem, what the analytical techniques are used to solve
the problem, and then what tools are used to address that
particular problem aswell as a corresponding research paper.

As discussed below, the BATTs we consider to analyze
data using sequential or parallel cluster-based strategies. The
applications we review here reveal opportunities to improve
processing strategies, especially how data and computations
are distributed, notably in the context of FDC scenarios. A
detailed explanation of the biomedical techniques is out of
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Figure 4: High-Throughput Sequencing (HTS) data analysis protocol (suggested in [37])

Table 1
Characterization of BATTs by analysis techniques applied on genomics data

Problem Analytic Technique BATT

De novo genome
assembly

String graphs CloudBrush [23]
SA-BR-Spark [42]

De Bruijn graph
Contrail [110]
DNA fragment [138]
Spaler [2]

Sequencing reads
mapping

seed-and-extend
CloudBurst [109]
BlastReduce [108]
CloudAligner [88]

Burrows-Wheeler
SparkBWA [3]
Halvade [38]
SEAL [100]

Several mappers
S–MART [152]
DistMap [94]
MetaSpark [150]

Statistical methods SparkSeq [131]
MrMC-MinH [101]

Sequence
comparison

Local alignment
SparkSW [146]
CloudSW [140]
DSA [139]

Alignment-free

Alfree [151]
HAFS [22]
CAFE [82]
Strand [28]
FractalMapReduce [5]

k-mer methods BioPig [91]
Nephele [28]

BLAST alignment
CloudBLAST [5]
SparkBLAST [20]
Biodoop [72]

Gene expression
analysis

Statistical methods

ExAtlas [113]
Myrna [69]
Sparkhit [58]
SEQSpark [144]

Gene data sets YunBe [145]

Clustering methods VariantSpark [93]
Sparkhit

SNP
identification

Haplotype blocks CloudTSS [60]

Bayesian approaches SOAPsnp [73]
Crossbow [70]

Sequencing methods Crossbow
GATK [84]

p-value test BlueSNP [57]
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the scope of this paper. Interested readers may follow the
individual references.
4.2. Support for Research Collaborations

Nowadays, global multi-party collaborations are cru-
cial in multiple biomedical domains, such as cancer treat-
ment [68] and human genome identification [31]. Such col-
laborations require large geo-distributed analyses to be ap-
plied to huge amounts of distributed data. Furthermore, they
should be reproducible to support independent validation by
the biomedical community. In order to support such collab-
orations, BATTs must provide mechanisms and abstractions
for the application of algorithms in distributed data and
support the participation of independent and partially com-
peting researchers. Therefore, we argue that the appropriate
tools must possess at least the following three corresponding
characteristics:

• They must provide a workflow description language,
providing a common interaction language for users
with different backgrounds.

• They must provide explicit means to reproduce exper-
iments. Thus, the definition must include enough in-
formation for other teams to replicate the experiment.

• The tools must provide interoperability mechanisms
such as Application programming interfaces (APIs).

This section investigates how scientific workflow manage-
ment systems (SWFMSs), popular tools in biomedical re-
search, meet these research collaboration characteristics.
4.2.1. Workflow Description Language

The most common way of defining a definition of data-
driven biomedical analysis is using a workflow description
languages (WDLs). A workflow definition includes defines
atomic tasks that perform specific calculations on avail-
able data [147, 7] and the execution order of (atomic and
complex) tasks. The tasks may be executed sequentially or
concurrently depending on the WDL and the infrastructure
capabilities. The workflow is represented using a directed
graph. The nodes represent the tasks, and the edges represent
the control flow. Biomedical analyses also require the defini-
tion of data flows between tasks. Most data flow definitions
are implicit, that is, the atomic task assumes that the data will
be ready for processing via the corresponding data sources
when the task is invoked. The input data for a specific task
may be prepared by the previous task. This is, however,
not always the case: in general, the edges represent data
flows (or better data dependencies) only implicitly. Finally,
some workflow description languages provide a graphical
user interface (see Galaxy [52] and Kepler [9]), while others,
such as Snakemake [67] and Nextflow [121], use scripting
languages.

Table 2 shows the most important workflow systems,
classified with respect to the type of graph supported for
the definition of the workflows, their user interface, and
the specification language used or generated by the tool.

The column Workflow graph indicates if the tool supports
the definition of workflows using Directed acyclic graphs
(DAG) or Directed Cyclic Graphs (DCG). The user interface
column indicates how the workflow definition is specified
via a textual interface or a graphical one to represent the
tasks and the control flow. Finally, the Spec. Language
column indicates the language used for the specification
or the language generated by the graphical tool to specify
and store the workflow. For example, Snakemake provides
a scripting language whose syntax is similar to Python.
Taverna [133] supports data flows expressed in terms of
the Simple Conceptual Unified Flow Language (SCUFL),
an XML-based language. SCUFL provides three main ab-
stractions: processors, data links, and restrictions applied
during the workflow execution. The Nextflow [121] spec-
ification is based on the Groovy programming language,
and it is a Java-syntax-compatible. Finally, Wings [50] uses
the Web Ontology Language (OWL) to model tasks and
workflow constraints. OWL was proposed by the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and is a computational logic-
based language for representing and sharing computational
ontologies.
4.2.2. Experiment Reproducibility

Experiment reproducibility is an important feature in
any research field. It is essential for global research collabo-
rations studying biomedical questions. However, designing
reproducible experiments with biological data has proven
to be challenging. Some researchers even claim that life
sciences are experiencing a reproducibility crisis [49]. The
non-reproducibility of experiments nowadays may lead to
the rejection of otherwise sound research papers. For exam-
ple, in 2007, researchers from the M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center5 found inconsistencies due to data handling errors in
an acclaimed paper on cancer treatment from the previous
year [61].

Since then, the research community has put a lot of pres-
sure on researchers to ensure that their experiments and re-
sults are reproducible [59]. Funding agencies, in particular,
have established policies to promote reproducibility, such
as NIH guidance for addressing rigor and reproducibility in
their funded projects [56]. Similarly, the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 program has implemented measures to make
research data accessible for reproduction by others.

Executing analyses in distributed environments increases
difficulties for the reproducibility of experiments; for in-
stance, distributed systems consist of many components
working together, and in those systems cause challeng-
ing problems such as heterogeneity, scale, and instability
[130, 129]. In the case of FDC-based analyses, repro-
ducibility is particularly challenging because multiple sites,
each potentially with different, e.g., computing capacity,
dynamically-changing topologies, security, and privacy pa-
rameters. These technical challenges limit the capacity of
current tools to support the reproducibility of geo-distributed
analyses.

5https://www.mdanderson.org/
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Table 2
Workflow description characteristics of the SWFMs

SWFM Workflow Graph User Interface Spec. Language

Galaxy cyclic graph graphic N/A
Kepler cyclic graph graphic XML-based
Knime acyclic graph graphic N/A
Nextflow acyclic graph textual groovy-based
Pegasus acyclic graph textual XML-based
Swift cyclic graph textual objective-C-based
Taverna acyclic graph both SCUFL-based
Triana cyclic graph graphic XML-based
Snakemake acyclic graph textual python-based
Wings acyclic graph graphic OWL-based

This section investigates the level of reproducibility pro-
vided by the workflow systems that have been considered
above. We start from two different reproducibility perspec-
tives advocated by various research initiatives, namely, com-
putational reproducibility and experiment reproducibility.
We then will describe the approaches and present a taxon-
omy to classify and understand the current state of the tools.

Let us start discussing computational reproducibility.
Here, we focus on three relevant features: data provenance
management, support for the export of workflow compo-
nents for reuse in another systems, and the ability to doc-
ument or modify analyses phases by means of annotations.

Several papers have evaluated the computational repro-
ducibility in scientific workflows [27, 106, 53, 48, 81]. These
studies have concluded that for the reproduction of data
analysis experiments, researchers need at least three things:
the workflow description, the data, and the description of
the technical configuration of the experiment. The findings
seem natural and sound; however, we argue that the last re-
quirement, technical configuration of the experiment, needs
some discussion. In particular, it is essential to note that
the information of “technical configuration” is required for
performance comparisons and for the detection of possible
sources of errors. However, the reproduction of the analysis
must be independent of the hardware andmiddleware config-
uration, as is often only implicit in current work. Workflows,
as well as algorithms, describe a computation performed
over input data, and are, in principle, independent from
the hardware and middleware on which they are executed.
Thus, it is important to differentiate the configuration of
the underlying hardware and middleware (for example, the
operating system), from that of the active components of the
analysis, for example, a deep learning engine.

Other researchers have studied reproducibility from a
more abstract perspective, empathizing experiment (analy-
sis) reproducibility [39]. These researchers advocate for a
more general set of requirements for reproducibility: data
provenance, workflow exchange mechanisms, and workflow
annotations. Data provenance information documents where
data came from andwhat transformations it has suffered. The
exchange mechanisms describe the standards and methods
supported to define workflows, and workflow annotations

provide information about the execution of the scientific
analysis. We think that this last perspective is more suitable
for the study of experiment reproducibility over FDCs. In
particular, because it addresses the problem from the per-
spective of knowledge transfer and abstract computations
(workflows). In other words, it highlights the design of
the scientific analyses and the corresponding algorithmic
implementation. Interestingly, these issues are similar to
those presented in the software development community,
where design documentation and algorithm definition are
crucial for reproducibility. For instance, design documen-
tation via annotations in the workflow, metadata to track
transformation in scientific data sets, and standard platforms
for “code/experiment” sharing have already been studied by
the software engineering community [39, 62, 27]. Industry
standards improve communication among researchers and
facilitate exchanging knowledge through platforms such as
myExperiment, BioSharing, and WorkflowHub.

Table 3 presents the three features thato characterize
the support for experiment reproducibility in the SWFMSs.
The first column indicates if the system provides some
data provenance mechanism. SWFMSs labeled with ‘Yes’
comply in some way with practices and recommendations,
like those proposed byWorldWideWeb Consortium (W3C)
[86], or they provide some proprietary provenance strategy.
For example, Taverna represents metadata at the dataflow
level based on the PROV6 language defined by W3C. How-
ever, the information stored does not provide details of
intermediate data during the workflow analysis [115]. On the
other hand, Kepler records all details during the workflow
execution, including data evolution and step details. Prove-
nance features also enable researchers to debug transforma-
tions, e.g., to search for errors. However, there are still many
open challenges regarding data provenance; for example,
incomplete data provenance records limit the reproducibility
of workflows [64].

The column “WF Exchange” shows the supported for-
mats for exchanging workflow definitions or their compo-
nents. Pegasus abstractly describes the workflow using a
DAX format (Directed Acyclic Graph in XML) up to version

6See https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-overview/ for information on
PROV.
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Table 3
Computational reproducibility characteristics in the SWFMs

SWFM Data Provenance WF Exchange Annotations

Galaxy Yes GA(v19), Format2 (>v19) Yes
Kepler Yes KAR Yes
Knime No KNWF No
Nextflow No NF No
Pegasus No DAX(v4.0) and YAML(v5.0) No
Swift Yes Swift Yes
Taverna Yes SCUFL Yes
Triana No XML No
Snakemake No Snakefiles No
Wings Yes RDF/SWRL Yes

4.0, and the following versions use a serialization format
YAML.Galaxy is based on a format that is not readable and a
more recent, experimental one. In Taverna, the workflow and
its components are represented using the SCUFL language
based on the XML format. Kepler exports the workflow
components to the Kepler Archive (KAR) file based on the
JAR file format from Java. Knime exports to format KNWF;
it is a KNIME Workflow data based on an XML/JSON
format. Nextflow has its own format that represents the
specification of theworkflow based onGroovy programming
language. Swift, through the Swift language, represents the
workflows in a format based on C-like syntax. Triana de-
fines the workflows using files based on XML representing
the name, specifications, and parameters. Snakemake uses
Snakefiles, Python-based rules including input and output
data between them. Wings expresses the workflow com-
ponents and dependencies in workflow templates using the
Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the Semantic
Web Rule Language (SWRL).

Finally, the table shows if a platform supports annota-
tions in the workflow. Annotations help scientists to under-
stand the design of the experiment. For example, Taverna
and Galaxy provide means to annotate the workflow using
free text or labels, in contrast to Nextflow, which does not
offer an annotation mechanism.

The table shows that support for experiment repro-
ducibility is still limited in the current workflow systems.
In fact, in 2017, Kanwal et al. studied reproducibility and
provenance tracking in workflows for genomic analyses and
pointed out that there is still an incomplete understanding
of reproducibility requirements, and thus a lack of support
on current tools. They also remarked the complexity of
reproducibility of distributed workflows as an open research
problem. Similarly, other researchers have identified work-
flow decay [36, 147] due to volatile third-party resources,
missing example data, missing information about execution
environments, and insufficient descriptions of workflows as
a complication for experiment reproducibility.
4.2.3. Workflow System’s Interoperability

We define interoperability as the ability of workflow sys-
tems to communicate with other systems to exchange data,

share functionality, or delegate responsibility. SWFMSsmay
interoperate by providing language bindings or by exposing
an API at runtime. Programming language bindings allow
scientists to use their preferred programming languages to
create complex analytical routines to extend, enhance, or
leverage native functionality. On the other hand, an exposed
API helps scientists to interconnect several analytical en-
gines to delegate responsibilities to specialized hardware and
software. For example, a scientific workflow may execute
most of its computations in local infrastructure and delegate
a specializedmachine learning computation to aGPU cluster
deployed in the cloud.

In this section, we investigate interoperability mech-
anisms by identifying each tool’s different programming
language bindings and by studying the presence and reach
of an API exposed to be invoked at runtime. In particular,
we have studied the presence of a REST API (API based on
REST-defined services) and what functionality is exposed.
For example, some tools provide APIs to support execution
monitoring, while others allow full control of the workflow
life cycle (definition, debugging, deployment, and execu-
tion). During the discussion, we use the word API to refer
mostly to the programming interface provided via libraries
for specific languages (language bindings) and REST API
to refer to the functionality exposed at runtime using REST
web services.

Table 4 presents the classification of SWFMSs with
respect to their interoperability mechanisms. The second
column, Language Binding, enumerates the programming
language that is supported by each tool. A system with more
language bindings is supposed to provide better interoper-
ability properties. For example, Galaxy provides Python,
PHP, Java, and JavaScript libraries, allowing researchers to
define their analytical experiments in their preferred lan-
guage. Knime, on the other hand, supports the inclusion
of Python scripts as custom code in the workflow steps
defined in their graphical user interface but does not provide
language bindings to use the tool from a programming
language. Similarly, Taverna and Triana enable customizing
Java code through the graphical interface during the work-
flow design. In contrast, Nextflow and Swift do not provide
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Table 4
Interoperability properties in the SWFMs

SWFM Language Binding REST API capabilities

Galaxy Python, PHP, Java, JavaScript Low-level: interact with data, run tools and
WFs, handling histories

Kepler Java, R No
Knime Python scripts via UI Interaction by UI: ETL to visualization tools,

and score a model for predict analysis
Nextflow No No
Pegasus Python, Java, R Monitoring, defining and executing work-

flows.
Swift No No
Taverna Java scripts via UI Monitoring and executing workflows
Triana Java scripts via UI No
Snakemake Python No
Wings Java, Matlab, and Python scripts via UI No

libraries to extend to programming languages, and they use
their proprietary specification language to define workflows.

The third column, REST API, provides information on
interoperability with external sources through REST ser-
vices. Galaxy’s API supports the interaction with external
programs or libraries at runtime. The Galaxy API allows
interaction with data sets, executing and monitoring work-
flows, and monitoring relevant information. Secure com-
munication is achieved by supporting the HTTPS protocol.
Galaxy is migrating the current version of the API to an im-
proved version supporting the standard of FastAPI7. Knime
provides interoperability mechanisms, although limitedly,
through the licensed component Knime Server. It enables
calling web services as part of the workflow design by
means of a graphical interface. Knime performs ETL (Ex-
tract, Transform, Load) operations via REST services and
integrates with external visualization tools. Finally, Pega-
sus and Taverna provide functionalities through REST web
services to support monitoring, design, and specification of
workflows.

The table shows that interoperability mechanisms are
limited in current workflow systems. Other researchers have
identified these shortcomings; see the research presented in
[44, 1, 114]. Sarah et al. [27] also identified interoperability
between workflow systems as an open challenge, suggesting
a standard intermediate model between the specification and
execution layers to interoperate between different workflow
systems.
4.3. Distributed Architectural Features

We now investigate the support of BATTs for the archi-
tectural features required to address fully distributed collab-
orations, as introduced in section 2.4. Concretely, we will
investigate how the current tools address data and computa-
tion placement, privacy and security, and performance and
scalability.

7https://fastapi.tiangolo.com/

4.3.1. Data and Computation Placement
Analyzing large amounts of data scattered over several

sites requires transferring the data to a single site for analysis,
delegating computations to the sites where data is stored,
or a hybrid solution that partially distributes storage and
computations. The choice of the strategy to use depends
entirely on the specific context of the collaboration.

The problem of allocating storage, bandwidth, and com-
putational resources to optimize the performance of a spe-
cific scientific workflow has been amply studied generally
for cluster and grid computing settings. A common strategy
is to address the problem of data placement in order to
minimize total data transfer cost and optimize the execution
time (computation time) in a given architecture, as proposed,
for instance, by Van Huang and Chuanhe [125] as well
as by Cope et al. [33]. In contrast, Li et al. [74] claim
that such cost minimization strategies are insufficient and
propose a two-stage approach, first preallocating datasets
to specific data centers during workflow build-time, and
then dynamically distributing newly generated datasets at
runtime. Other authors have proposed other heuristics to
address the placement problem [43, 148, 24, 136]. However,
finding the optimal data placement strategy is an NP-hard
problem [79]. Studies on computation placement are rare:
very few approaches address the problem of selecting the
best computation facility for a given task, and most rely on
cloud environments guaranteeing the availability of (almost)
arbitrary computational resources required by collaborative
scenarios. Similarly, studies relying on MapReduce and
workflow systems lack the functionality necessary for multi-
site processing [41, 98].

Therefore, current approaches are not appropriate for
FDCs for biomedical analyses for two reasons:

• They do not support geo-distributed architectures that
constitute a much more complex setting for computa-
tion and data placement [98, 78, 99, 77].
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• They do not consider the larger set of constraints of
biomedical applications that involve legal and socio-
economic constraints.

This problem is manifest because most BATTs harness
partitioning data simply by distributing equal chunks among
multiple nodes. Data is often loaded onto a single node and
then split into chunks stored and distributed on a cluster of
nodes using randomization strategies [135]. Table 5 starts by
classifying the BATTs according to the paradigm and data
location type offered. For example, Halvade or BioPig use
such strategies based on Hadoop. Others use different frame-
works, notably Spark, but use similar data and computation
placement strategies. Sparkhit [58] can process data from
different clusters located in three geographic regions, but
the data needs to be moved to one place. MetaSpark [150],
SparkBlast [20], VariantSpark [93], and SparkSW [146] are
also based on Spark architecture. By contrast, a few BATTs,
like S-MART [152] or CAFE [82], harness sequential anal-
ysis without any distributed processing. Therefore, all these
BATTs lack the functionality to support fully distributed
and collaborative work, especially to process data across
different geographic sites.

Other tools as workflow systems have more explicit data
and computation placement features. For instance, Pega-
sus [40] supports three data placement approaches, shared
file systems, remote ones and non-shared ones. In addition,
Pegasus uses DAGMan [117] and HTCondor [120] to model
task-based workflows submitted to a pool of resources in
HPC clusters. Kepler [9] includes prebuilt components (re-
ferred to as actors) to model external data sources and grid
facilities. Finally, Taverna uses the SCUFL language to ex-
plicitly define the data flow between processors to model the
passing of data between services associated with bioinfor-
matic atomic tasks. Pegasus and Triana implement the strat-
egy replica location service (RLS) [143] that allows access
to information about copies in different physical locations
to support scalability, reliability, and security during dis-
tributed executions. The same approach is used by theGiggle
(GIGa-scale Global Location Engine)framework [25].

The second column of Table 5 shows the classification
of BATTs according to their data location and computa-
tion strategies. The data placement column indicates if the
corresponding BATT supports local data processing (label
loc). If, for example, the local data placement strategy may
distribute data in a cluster, such as in Hadoop, we add a
plus symbol (+). If the tool supports even more sophisticated
methods, such as dynamic allocation offered by Spark, we
add a doubled plus symbol (label ++). Finally, the label
ext shows if the BATT can handle external data sources
located, for example, in cloud repositories like Amazon’s
S3 cloud. The column Placement - Computing describes
how computing resources are allocated. If the tool allocates
computing resources at definition or configuration time, we
classify it as employing static allocation. If the allocation
or reallocation of resources is done at execution time, we
classify the tool as having dynamic allocation. The dynamic

and static labels are related to each workflow system’s

workflow scheduling strategy. For example, Swift, Galaxy,
and Triana systems exploit different dynamic scheduling
strategies based on publish/subscribe patterns or adaptive
methods during workflow execution [76]. In contrast, sys-
tems like Pegasus provide mechanisms resulting in static
scheduling [17], without automated strategies to adapt com-
puting resources during execution across multiple nodes.

Finally, even though FDCs are not dependent on any
particular hardware or software solution. It is important
to discuss its use in the context of fog and edge infras-
tructures to address some of the problems of international
collaborations. For example, fog and edge-based solutions
have been proposed to address the problem of computation
and data placement in collaborations [18, 128, 4]. These
approaches have the advantage of keeping the data close
to the original owner using hardware, such as smartphones
or edge servers, to perform some calculations. However,
these technical solutions address only distribution and lo-
cation, omitting legal and socioeconomic restrictions on
biomedical data. Furthermore, several of today’s research
efforts involving final users require the patient to agree
to share their medical records with a research institution.
The devices are used as sensors to capture the information
(see, for example, the app-based study to identify cardiac
arrhythmias [122]). Therefore, these efforts will benefit from
tools and techniques that support FDC requirements because
they can enable new forms of collaboration. For example,
a patient participating in a global research effort without
disclosing any sensitive information and even performing
fog-based computations without risking data leakage among
participant devices.
4.3.2. Privacy and security

Distributed biomedical analyses are subject to many
security risks and, frequently, to a much higher risk of
privacy issues than other domains since the potential loss
of personal and sensitive information implies more severe
consequences. Security and privacy-related properties that
have to be satisfied comprise, but are not limited to, au-
thentication, authorization, integrity during access and con-
trol of biomedical data. BATTs, therefore, have to provide
means for the stringent enforcement of security and privacy-
preservation properties, or at least be able to harness corre-
sponding means that are provided by their environments.

In Table 5 (on page 15), we classify BATTs according
to the security mechanisms provided or delegated (either in
the cloud or locally). If a BATT provides simple security
mechanisms, we mark it with a single plus symbol (+).
Taverna, for example, provides simple security mechanisms,
such as authentication based on web services. Similarly,
Galaxy offers limited capabilities such as libraries to make a
secure connection through a web API.

If the tool provides a more advanced security mecha-
nism, we mark it with two-plus symbols (++). For example,
some BATTs provide explicit mechanisms to secure data
during storage, transfer, and processing. For instance, in
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Kepler, the Security Analysis Package (SAP) provides in-
formation securitymechanisms such as input validation, data
integrity, and remote access validation. The package triggers
an alarm when a potential alteration of the information is
detected [65]. However, some researchers have pointed out
that the SAP package is not yet part of the current release
of Kepler due to its runtime overhead [104]. Similarly, in
Pegasus, the Scientific Workflow Integrity Project8 (SWIP),
proposed by NSF, seeks to ensure integrity and security dur-
ingworkflow execution. The SWIP project implements some
cryptographic mechanisms to check provenance metadata to
detect input and output data changes during the workflow
execution.

Many BATTs delegate security to the hosting (cloud or
local) infrastructure provider; this is indicated in the table
by delegated. For example, Snakemake, Knime, Sparkhit,
and MetaSpark do not offer mechanisms to analyze data
securely. The security aspects are delegated to the infras-
tructure provider. In contrast, Taverna and Galaxy endow the
API with authentication strategies through REST services,
although the premise is that the processing nodes are part of
trusted environments.

Overall, the table shows that only a few BATTs pro-
vide specialized advanced security and privacy mecha-
nisms. Moreover, security and privacy issues have also
to be handled at other levels, such as storage, sharing,
processing, and publication of results. The first BATTs
were designed to work with distributed file systems, such
as GPFS [111] or PVFS [103], and had to provide simple
interfaces to high-performance environments implemented
on top of grids [75]. In such scenarios, information security
and privacy were often ensured by not sharing data and
strongly limiting access to research facilities. Later on, the
exponential growth of biomedical data and the emergence
of accessible cloud infrastructures motivated BATT systems
to redesign their architecture. However, most of them tried
to achieve this by minimal changes to adopt the cloud as
a preferred execution environment and delegating security
to the cloud providers. For example, tools implementing
a MapReduce strategy, such as CloudBurst or MetaSpark,
delegate security features to the infrastructure provider. In
addition, privacy and security are major concerns of its own
in cloud environments. There are still many open challenges
to comprehensive security during FDC analyzes involving
shared computing facilities and data storage. Some initia-
tives, though limited, address security with a higher priority,
such as the SWIP project. However, these challenges are
most frequently present because of a lack of support for
security concerns in most workflow systems [62, 87].
4.3.3. Architecture and Quality Attributes

Flexible and robust architectures are needed to support
FDC scenarios. In this section, we study the architectural
features of BATTs, focusing on two distinctive characteris-
tics, namely the support for distributed architectures and the
mechanisms provided to address complex quality attributes

8https://cacr.iu.edu/projects/swip/index.html

such as performance and scalability. Concretely, we classify
them first according to their execution architecture, identi-
fying those that support stand-alone execution, distributed
execution on clusters of computers, and distribution over
several geographically separated sites.

We then study how those tools support complex quality
attributes, identifying if they provide explicit mechanisms to
address them or if they delegate the final configuration to the
deployment phase, where engineers rely on the capabilities
of the underlying infrastructure. Here, we are interested in
the explicit support for distribution from within the tool.
For example, as part of a complex workflow, a complex
algorithm may be configured at deployment time to be ex-
ecuted in high-performance computing services on Amazon
Web Services (AWS). However, we are interested in tools
providing explicit means tomodel andmanipulate such high-
performance computation facilities.

Table 5 presents our findings. First, the column Archi-
tecture shows if the tools are stand-alone, run on a par-
allel cluster, or support complex distributed architectures.
By complex distributed architectures, we mean complex
workflows deployed on top of the complex geo-distributed
infrastructure. The next column shows if complex quality
attributes are supported explicitly by abstractions provided
by the tool or if they are delegated to the deployment phase
and the underlying computing infrastructure. The remainder
of this section provides additional insights on this classifica-
tion.
Stand-alone Solutions on a Single Machine

Stand-alone applications are used to process small datasets
on a singlemachine. For example, CAFE implements alignment-
free sequence analysis on single-machine architecture. Decades
ago, DNA sequences were aligned using algorithms based
on dynamic programming, but this strategy turned out to be
inefficient over time due to the length of the investigated
sequences. More generally, due to a large amount of data
to be analyzed in many cases, stand-alone applications are
rarely used nowadays. Therefore, implementations based
on parallel approaches such as MPI techniques, GPU com-
puting, or MapReduce frameworks are preferred nowadays.
Similarly, other biomedical applications have migrated to
parallelization techniques, for example, short reads assem-
bly or SNP identification [108, 88, 57]. However, tools
supporting such architectures do not promote distributed
cooperations. Table 1 is complemented by Table 6, where
we present the main processing architecture differentiating
the BATTs that use sequential computations and those that
support processing on parallel clusters.
Cluster-based Distribution

Most current BATTs are implemented on top of popular
frameworks such as Hadoop and Spark. These tools are
extensively used for cluster-based processing of large data
sets. For instance, Halvade executes pipelines parallelly on
a multi-node architecture or in a multi-core configuration
using Spark on a cluster and storing data in files using
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the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Similarly,
DistMap and Myrna use Hadoop to execute statistical mod-
els on multiple processors in cluster scenarios. Several other
tools follow similar approaches providing parallel execution
over a computing cluster, including CloudTSS, SEQSpark,
VariantSpark, CloudBLAST, CloudSW, or CloudBurst.

The MapReduce paradigm has also been integrated into
workflow systems. For example, Kepler over Hadoop pro-
vides an architecture that supports the execution of MapRe-
duce applications during the workflow execution in Ke-
pler [127]. Similarly, Hi-WAY executes scientific workflows
using Hadoop YARN [16]. Other SWFMSs employ naive
ad hoc strategies to parallelize tasks and distribute data over
available resources [17]. These strategies are specific for
each system and are usually provided by the task manage-
ment layer of each workflow system. The corresponding
BATTs that we have surveyed are categorized in Table 6 as
cluster-based architecture.
Distribution of Computations over Several Sites

One may argue that some of the tools harnessing parallel
infrastructures can support fully distributed collaborations
by exploiting, in addition, direct manipulation of the un-
derlying distributed infrastructures such as those based on
MapReduce. However, we have identified several limitations
as part of our analysis. Most importantly, the tools rely on
the configuration at deployment time to address complex
collaborations, resulting in a complex deployment phase that
restricts flexibility and reproducibility. For example, Taverna
provides components supporting remote execution of locally
defined workflows that are published and controlled by web
services. Taverna can be executed on clusters, grids, and
clouds, and it can be made to interoperate with other work-
flows like Galaxy. However, those configurations require
extensive technical knowledge by the deployer and flexible
features from the underlying infrastructure.

Kepler supports the use of programs written in R or C for
remote execution, harnessing distributed execution threads
via web and grid services. In the same way, Nextflow [121]
and Snakemake [67] support GRID platforms, e.g., SGE
(Sun Grid Engine) or LSF (Load Sharing Facility). In ad-
dition, Snakemake supports the interaction with other tools
via web services executing jobs in distributed environments,
such as clusters or batch systems. But again, most of these
tools rely on the configuration knowledge of the deployer.
Pegasus has taken a more explicit approach for distribu-
tion and supports execution on individual machines, remote
clusters, distributed infrastructures, and clouds. Neverthe-
less, Pegasus does support such architectures with explicit
abstractions or components. For example, it incorporates
HTCondor to enable the management of resources in ded-
icated or distributed computers. Also, Pegasus incorporates
the Glideins component that allows adding machines from
different domains and HPC centers.

Researchers have noted that BATTs must adapt their
architectures for processing in multi-site scenarios, such as
multi-cloud technologies. Nevertheless, it is necessary to

have an orchestrator between the workflow layers and the
cloud architectures. This way, the technical challenges of
distributed computing, such as resource allocation, virtual-
ized systems, fault tolerance, and task monitoring, can be
supported [149, 112].
4.4. Distributed Workflow Systems

In this section, we study the use of workflow systems
for distributed collaborative scenarios. Table 7 presents ad-
ditional information about SWFMSs, classifying them by
workflow scheduling approach, data management strategy,
support of workflow partitioning, and fully distributed col-
laboration.
Workflow scheduling strategies. Workflow scheduling
strategies allocate tasks to computational resources such as
processing nodes during workflow execution [76]. Yu and
Buyya [142] present two scheduling strategies for workflow
systems. In contrast to centralized scheduling architectures,
decentralized ones enable multiple schedulers to manage
tasks. They highlight the importance of scheduling schemes
to achieve scalability and performance in workflow systems.
They survey Galaxy, Nextflow, Swift, and Triana as ex-
amples of decentralized architectures. For instance, Galaxy
implements the GridWay framework to provide multiple
schedulers, and Swift integrates the Karajan workflow en-
gine [132]. In [76], centralized architectures are identified
as having bottlenecks in the master node, and peer-to-peer
(P2P) systems are proposed to mitigate this problem (see
[45] for the implementation of a dynamic workflow man-
agement strategy for processes as services over the internet).
The first column in Table 7 shows the systems’ workflow
scheduling strategies based on our assessment of the review.
Data Management. Another critical feature for FDC sup-
port is the data management strategy. Yu et al. [142] study
three mechanisms: centralized, mediated, and P2P-based
data management. In a centralized data management strat-
egy, a master node manages the data; mediated strategy,
the underlying system is responsible for data management;
a P2P-based scenario, data is distributed among all avail-
able nodes without an intermediary. Some SWFMSs offer
several strategies, for example, Kepler. Triana implements a
decentralized architecture applying two distribution policies
for parallel and pipeline execution [118]. Finally, others
propose strategies to search and discover services for data
but leave aside the privacy and socio-technical restrictions
on biomedical data [63]. The data management strategies are
summarized in the second column of Table 7.
Workflow Partitioning. Clustering is a technique using
several tasks to partition a workflow horizontally. This tech-
nique may improve the performance in distributed scenarios.
For instance, Pegasus [40] implements different clustering
techniques that improve the execution time significantly
for short tasks. Following Liu et al. [76], the partitioning
process generates workflow fragments where each one is
programmed to be executed on a specific site.
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Table 5
A categorization of BATTs and SWFMs according to our architectural features proposed

Name Paradigm D/C Placement Privacy and
Security

Perform & Scalability

Data Computation Architecture Abstraction

Taverna Workflow loc+, ext dynamic + distribut explicit
Galaxy Workflow loc+, ext dynamic + distribut explicit
Kepler Workflow loc++ dynamic ++ distribut explicit
Knime Workflow local static delegated distribut explicit
Nextflow Workflow loc+, ext dynamic delegated distribut delegated
Pegasus Workflow loc+, ext static ++ distribut delegated
Swift Workflow loc++, ext dynamic delegated distribut delegated
Triana Workflow loc++ dynamic delegated distribut delegated
Snakemake Workflow loc+, ext dynamic delegated distribut delegated
Wings Workflow loc+ static delegated distribut minimal
Sparkhit MapReduce loc++ dynamic delegated PCluster explicit
Crossbow MapReduce loc+ static delegated PCluster delegated
MetaSpark MapReduce loc++ static delegated PCluster explicit
CloudBurst MapReduce loc+ static delegated PCluster explicit
Halvade MapReduce loc+ static delegated PCluster delegated
DistMap MapReduce loc+ static delegated PCluster delegated
Myrna MapReduce loc+ static delegated PCluster delegated
SparkBLAST MapReduce loc++ static delegated PCluster delegated
K-mulus MapReduce loc static delegated PCluster delegated
CloudSW MapReduce loc++ static delegated PCluster explicit
SOAPsnp Sequential loc local N/A standalone N/A
S–MART Sequential loc local N/A standalone N/A
CAFE Sequential loc local N/A standalone N/A

The first column refers to a platform supported based on MapReduce or workflow system. Data placement covers three
strategies: only local data, allocation by a simple partition strategy (+), and dynamic allocation of data (++). Next,
computing placement allocates resources to process data before execution (static) or reallocate during execution (dynamic).
Privacy and Security cover three mechanisms: a simple (delegated in the cloud or locally), complement delegate security
with own functionalities (+), and advanced strategies (++). Finally, the architecture implemented and the abstraction
level supported by each one, explicit or delegated.

Table 6
Sequential and cluster-based BATTs for genomic data (complements Table 1)

Architecture BATTs

Stand-alone SOAPsnp, S–MART, Alfree, CAFE, ExAtlas
Cluster-based CloudBrush, SparkSeq, BioPig, VariantSpark, CloudTSS, BlueSNP, SA-BR-Spark, Con-

trail, Spaler, CloudBurst, BlastReduce, CloudAligner, SparkBWA, Halvade, SEAL,
DistMap, MetaSpark, MrMC-MinH, SA-BR-Spark, SparkSW, CloudSW, DSA, HAFS,
Strand, FractalMapReduce, Nephele, CloudBLAST, SparkBLAST, Biodoop, Myrna,
Sparkhit, SEQSpark, Crossbow, GATK

The taxonomy presented in this section concludes with the
classification of the workflow systems with respect to their
support for fully-distributed collaborations. As discussed
during the section, existing tools and approaches for dis-
tributed biomedical analysis limit functionality that support
the three architectural features for analyzing data in FDC
scenarios: data and computation placement, privacy and
security, and performance and scalability. Additionally, the
functionality provided by workflow systems is also limited
around interoperability and reproducibility. Therefore, we
identified an opportunity in designing systems to analyze
data in multi-site environments, such as FDC scenarios,

due to the limited support of current ones in collaborative
research and geo-distributed processing.

As discussed in this section, existing tools and ap-
proaches for distributed biomedical analysis limit the func-
tionality of the three main features for analyzing data in FDC
scenarios: data and computation placement, privacy and
security, as well as performance and scalability. Addition-
ally, the functionality provided by workflow systems is also
limited with respect to interoperability and reproducibility.
The last column in Table 7 classifies current workflow
systems in three categories according to the functionality
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Table 7
Classification of SWFMs according to the level of distribution offered by each one.

SWFM WF Scheduling Data Management WF Partitioning Distribution Level

Taverna centralized centralized Yes Partial
Galaxy centralized centralized Yes Partial
Kepler centralized all N/A Partial
Knime centralized centralized Yes Limited
Nextflow centralized centralized Yes Partial
Pegasus centralized mediated Yes Limited
Swift decentralized all N/A Fully
Triana decentralized peer-to-peer N/A Fully

Snakemake centralized centralized Yes Partial
Wings centralized mediated No Partial

The first column represents the workflow scheduling architecture: central workflow (centralized) or supported by multiple
schedulers (distributed). Data management indicates the strategies during data processing, moving it to a centralized site,
mediated by a distributed data management system, and transferring data point-to-point in a P2P fashion. The partitioning
process generates workflow fragments where each is defined to be executed on a specific site or time. The last column,
Distribution Level distinguishes between three possible options: Limited, Partial, or Fully Distributed.

provided by each one focused on FDC scenarios: limited,
partial, and fully distributed.

To conclude, we have identified opportunities for de-
signing systems to analyze data in multi-site environments,
notably using FDC scenarios, opportunities arising from the
limited support of current BATTs for collaborative research
and geo-distributed processing.

5. Lessons Learned and Open Challenges
Most of the analytical tools and techniques reviewed

provide only mechanisms for partial collaboration among
geo-distributed sites. Most are based on collaborative strate-
gies where one of the sites acts as a central master and
the others are slaves nodes. There are still numerous open
issues, including explicit data and computation placement
management, dynamic scheduling of resources, robust se-
curity and privacy features, and flexible data placement
strategies. Additionally, ethical and legal constraints must
be considered during the execution of biomedical analyses
[34, 83]. This section explores these open issues in detail.
5.1. Data and Computation Placement

To address the problem of data and computation place-
ment, tools must place data and computations in the optimal
location according to specific criteria, e.g., putting data in
the infrastructure best suited to analyze it or moving data
while preserving data locality and security constraints. This
problem is NP-hard in computational complexity, and it is
still actively studied [79].

Developing heuristics with efficient implementations for
data and computation placement is an ongoing endeav-
cor. As we have shown before, current BATTs offer only
some basic strategies such as data analysis in a centralized
setting, uniform data partition among multiple nodes, and
computation based on cluster distribution on homogeneous
nodes. Therefore, other research directions provide relevant
abstractions to handle multi-site biomedical data analysis.

A recent and exciting field of research is the applica-
tion of machine learning techniques to optimize distributed
computations on scattered data that cannot be shared. The
application of learning models on these data without tmov-
ing them to a central site, on the contrary, consider sharing
local model parameters or trained local models without
revealing sensitive data [80]. A prime example, federated
machine learning [137, 85], has been applied to analyze large
genomic data sets spread over multiple sites worldwide.
However, there are many challenges, such as communi-
cation latency, systems heterogeneity, heterogeneous data,
privacy preservation. Nowadays, massively distributed ma-
chine learning [126, 97] seems a promising future research
domain.
5.2. Privacy and Security

Research collaborations must comply with strict security
policies imposed by governments over biomedical data.
These policies may be enforced in a national context (as
those implemented by national governments), supranational
(e.g., policies enforced by the European Union), or even
globally. However, as we have shown before, the current
set of tools and techniques used to analyze biomedical data
address the problem of security and privacy only partially.
They either delegate security to the computing infrastruc-
ture (e.g., a cloud provider) or provide very basic mecha-
nisms. Therefore, biomedical researchers must address secu-
rity by means external to the tools they use. In order to sup-
port FDCs, BATTs have to better support privacy concerns.
Thus, several researchers are investigating more sophisti-
cated security mechanisms. For example, secure containers
encapsulating confidential data allow data to be used in
complex computations without exposing participating stake-
holders [12]. Other approaches investigate data watermark-
ing techniques augmented with encryption and cryptog-
raphy operations [14]. Other approaches propose privacy-
preserving strategies in workflow scheduling for geograph-
ically distributed processing through partitioning strategies
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forWide Area Network (WAN) [134]. However, the security
in BATTs is still a great challenge; in workflow systems
is an unexplored matter, especially by security and privacy
risks encompassing large parts of complex workflows, as
mentioned by the authors from the NSF’s SWIP project.
5.3. Scalability and Performance

The exponential growth of biomedical data has forced
scientists to scale their experiments and applications. Sev-
eral techniques have been used to address the problem of
scaling up these analytical experiments. A common practice
consists in implementing dedicated high-performance com-
puting systems (HPC). Most of the world’s supercomputers
belong to this category. Another common technique to im-
prove performance and scalability is deploying scientific ex-
periments on clusters of computers, on on-premise facilities,
or in the cloud. Some authors propose to mimic the architec-
tures for massive computations and data storage proposed by
internet corporations such as Amazon, Facebook, or Google
to create data-intensive scalable computing (DISC) facilities
for scientific applications [11, 124].

Each strategy has its benefits and drawbacks. For exam-
ple, high-performance computing (HPC) systems offer cen-
tralized computing resources focused on high-performance
applications with many floating-point operations. However,
it requires all the data to be available for the computation,
and it also requires a significant investment in infrastructure.
These infrastructures may also be costly to maintain, and
they can pose problems regarding data ownership and con-
fidentiality. On the other hand, private and hybrid clouds for
the deployment of scientific experiments constitute flexible
means to configure multiple computing scenarios. However,
data ownership, security, and legal restrictions hinder the
implementation of massive biomedical experiments on the
cloud. On the other hand, DISC systems, e.g.,, based on
Hadoop and Spark, enable processing large volumes of data
and the distribution and scaling of resources in clusters or
clouds. They include fault-tolerance mechanisms and are
generally controlled by the owner of the DISC system.
However, these infrastructures may be costly to maintain and
pose data ownership, confidentiality, and data localization
problems.

None of the above-discussed systems will support Fully
Distributed Collaborations as presented in section 4.3. In-
stead, they all propose some essentially centralized solution.
They lack the means to address the three FDC require-
ments: decentralized computations and flexible data place-
ment, compliance with security and data protection policies,
and performance and scalability based on the interests of
participating sites. Thus, numerous research opportunities
exist to develop solutions addressing these requirements
while providing performance and scalability benefits.

We found some computational approaches that may sup-
port basic, Fully Distributed patterns; for example, hybrid
strategies, exploiting the MapReduce benefits in the cloud
[58, 146, 23, 140]. Similarly, some workflow systems also
have adopted combinations of these paradigms [76, 133,

119]. However, as seen in the review, these solutions address
some primitive form of technical flexibility, and few provide
explicit abstractions to handle all the desired requirements.
Our taxonomy also revealed another opportunity, for exam-
ple, to strive to implement flexibly configurable systems that
enable high scalability. The current methods to address high
scalability and performance require some form of central-
ized control.
5.4. Need for Fully Distributed Collaborations

This section has identified several research opportuni-
ties in data and computation placement, data privacy and
security, and performance and scalability. These areas of
investigation make sense for fully distributed collaborations
only when they are considered together. In the discussion,
we explain how to achieve fully distributed collaborations.

First, the CAP theorem [51] applied in the same logic
to distributed systems indicates that it is impossible simulta-
neously to have the three properties in a distributed system:
consistency, availability, and partition tolerance. Therefore,
a trade-off has to be enacted between the three properties to
achieve a practical system supporting a distributed database
in an FDC system. Similarly, the scalability trilemma [10]
states that highly distributed systems cannot simultaneously
combine: decentralization, scalability, and security. There-
fore, again, there should be a balance between the levels of
support for each of these three properties. The classification
presented in Tables 5 and 7 categorizes the tools and ap-
proaches into properties such as resource location, privacy
and security, and scalability. It is clear that many covers two
of the three properties; therefore, there is an open question
about solving them together. There is still a great challenge
to achieve all three simultaneously because researchers seek
to compensate for two of the properties indicated in the CAP
theorem or the scalability trilemma.

Nevertheless, not only technical constraints will affect
the development of FDCs. Legal and socio-economic mis-
conceptions should be overcome before having a full im-
plementation. We expect that in FDCs a scientists won’t
have to disregard security or legal restriction to achieve
high scalability and performance. On the contrary, an FDC
solution will coordinate dynamically the execution of com-
plete workflows exploiting and combining heterogeneous
computing facilities.

6. Conclusions
The exponential growth of biomedical data generated

worldwide presents an excellent opportunity for researchers
to design studies and experiments, such as genomics data.
However, such an opportunity is difficult to exploit, espe-
cially in the biomedical domain, due to legal constraints
imposed by governments, socio-economic factors involving
public and private organizations, as well as technical con-
straints, such as limited bandwidth, limited storage capacity,
and limited computational power. Most organizations and
researchers often cannot pursue large-scale experiments on
their own because obtaining data from other sources is
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frequently made difficult due to privacy and security issues,
and available resources for computation and data storage
may be insufficient at a given site.

As a solution to this problem, we have advocated Fully
Distributed Collaboration (FDC) in this article. FDCs con-
stitute collaborative research endeavors where the confi-
dentiality and ownership of biomedical data are satisfied
while providing means to analyze and exploit the informa-
tion collaboratively, by sharing data or arranging compu-
tations according to data locations. The characteristics of
the FDCs mitigate technical, legal, and also socio-economic
constraints by adopting secure mechanisms, expressive def-
inition languages, and a rich set of architectural features that
promote reliable collaborations.

In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive survey
of existing biomedical tools and approaches, focused on ge-
nomic data, evaluating them against requirements for FDCs.
We have proposed a taxonomy to classify tools for their sup-
port of three general properties: data and computation place-
ment, privacy and security needs, as well as performance and
scalability characteristics. We have also characterized and
evaluated data-analysis techniques for biomedical purposes
in the context of five biomedical use cases for genomic data
processing. Note that our FDC approach can be used for any
biomedical data type.

We have observed that two approaches currently support
large-scale biomedical data analyses. First, the use of effi-
cient centralized frameworks for processing large volumes of
data, e.g., MapReduce. Second, the biomedical community
has widely adopted scientific workflow systems thanks to
the ability of modeling different data analyses graphically.
Unfortunately, these two approaches lack functionality for
multi-site processing, secure data placement, explicit confi-
dentiality management, and fully-distributed workflow spec-
ification, among others. This means that traditional tools and
techniques lack many important features required for FDCs.

Based on these limitations, we have presented differ-
ent future research opportunities. First, we have discussed
research opportunities on decentralized machine learning
algorithms with constraints of data sharing. We have also
advocated studying such algorithms in heterogeneous and
dynamic infrastructures characterized by different configu-
rations and computing capabilities. Regarding data security,
we have proposed to develop the idea of secure containers
further, where raw data is protected through encapsulation
from being read while maintaining their capacity to par-
ticipate in complex computations. Concerning performance
and scalability, we have proposed research studies on the
dynamic reconfiguration of cloud infrastructures and the dy-
namic adaptation of infrastructure according to the scientific
workflow’s computational requirements. Finally, we have
discussed the critical issue of the development and usage of
machine learning solutions in biomedical studies.
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